Every Teen’s Voice Matters

IN THIS ISSUE
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT RAPPORT.
FITTING IN OR NOT FITTING
IN - THAT IS THE QUESTION?
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Cover Image titled : We’ll Try Again
ARTIST : Amelia Moore. age 12
Digital artwork on iPad in Procreate using
Wacom Stylus

“

You can interpret this picture in
anyway, but when I drew it I was thinking
that this place is inside her mind and the
chains are showing how she’s trapped
in her thoughts but I always intended for
there to be hope in her eyes, hence the
name, “We’ll try again.

”

TEAM BLOG
Life is a journey!
Sometimes life will take us to strange and uncomfortable roads.
Roads that we will not fully understand why and for what purpose
we are travelling on.
So we plod along on, remaining uncomfortable and even
challenged. Along the way, we learn much about ourselves.
We acquire skills, insights, wisdom, and above all we learn that life is
a wonderful array of many colours. Life is uncertain. Life is stressful.
Life is joyful. Life is quiet. Life is noisy.
Above all, we learn that life is meant to be travelled through and that

Art is not what you
see but what you make
others see

we create our lives irrespective of the cards we were dealt with.
Hashtag Oz, is a magazine that empowers teens to start creating
their life now and not to wait for tomorrow or the next day.
At Hashtag Oz, we hope we become the voice of today’s teens
and that Hashtag Oz becomes the a platform that teens grow with,
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acquire life skills and gain the confidence to become authors of
their own life journey.

~ Edgar Degas ~

This publication whether
in print or online is not
for sale. It is published to
provide a platform for teens
to showcase their work and
voice in order to empower
teens and give teens the
confidence to become
contributory members of
society in the creation of their
lives NOW.
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DISCLAIMER
The information in Hashtag Oz is made available for information purposes only and is
not intended to be a substitute for professional, medical, legal advice or treatment.
Furthermore, the accuracy, currency and completeness of this information is not warranted
or guaranteed.
The Hashtag Oz magazine does not accept any liability for an injury, loss or damage incurred
by use of our reliance of the information therein.
All student submissions, editorials and achievements are protected by copyright and used
for Hashtag Oz ONLY.

Teen Publishing Pty Ltd t/as Hashtag Oz
ABN 27 611 685 173
Telephone 1300 66 87 11
Website www.hashtagoz.com.au
Advertising sales
advertising@hashtagoz.com.au
Submissions
submissions@hashtagoz.com.au
Questions/feedback
feedback@hashtagoz.com.au

Follow us
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Beyond Blue
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Melika Nozhat
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RockFest

“

As a fellow Potterhead, I decided to draw the Slytherin house crest which
represents the cunning, ambitious and determined individuals who attend
Hogwarts in the Harry Potter Franchise
~Melika Nozhat~

”
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Young and Gifted - Narre Warren South (SE Jnr Winners)
Resonate - Narre Warren South (SE Snr Winners)
R.A.G.E - Trafalgar Primary (Gippsland Jnr Winners)
The Arrival - Trafalgar Secondary (Gippsland Snr Winners)
Paper Clip - Beechworth Secondary (Northern Jnr Winners)
Achilles of Solimo - Wangaratta High (Northern Snr Winners)
One Sound - Bayside p-12 (SouthWest Jnr Winners)
Dynasty of melody - Hobson Bay (SouthWest Snr Winners)
In the Works - Templestowe (East Jnr Winners)
Disgruntled Architect - Templestowe (East Snr Winners)

State Final - Templestowe College 7th September

“

Our webiste is www.rockfest.net.au or go and
like us on Facebook @rockfestaus
Luc Travers
Founder of RockFest

”

Sponsored By:
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What is your inspiration behind Rockfest?
When I started working in the Music Education
side of the Business for Cranbourne Music I
saw a lot of opportunities for students to be
involved in Concert Band and Jazz ensembles
and not a lot in the way of contemporary
music.
So, I went about finding a way to put on
an event that could provide a stage for the
students who didn’t really relate to the for
mentioned. A day that could be theirs and to
show off their talents. A day to basically be
themselves and rock out.
What can be your biggest challenge
organising Rockfest?
Getting the message out to schools that this is
more than just a Band Comp.
The greatest moment for me came a few years
ago during a break in the day and seeing a
bunch of students from different schools all
sitting around with guitars playing and singing
along. I was blown away because that was
exactly what it’s about. I have had teachers
say to me “I won’t enter my band because it’s
a competition” or “my bands not ready yet”.
Which is disappointing because I know how
much can be gained from just being a part
of an event like this, at the end of the day the
only losers are the students that didn’t get
the opportunity to be part of it. That’s the
Challenge!
Regarding all the logistical side of things we
have great sponsors which make it a lot easier.
Cranbourne Music and Daddario/DW Drums/
Meinl have been there since day 1 and Fender
have come onboard this year which has been a
fantastic fit.
How do schools get involved with Rockfest?
Our website is www.rockfest.net.au or go
and like us on Facebook @rockfestaus. In the
coming months, we will have all the dates for
2018, and some exciting new developments as
we look to take it nationally.
What advice do you have for teenagers who
want to form their own band?
To have fun. Try and find likeminded people
to get involved with. Learn your craft. Don’t
listen to the Naysayers. Make sure you give
every performance 100%. My band got signed
to a record label playing in a pretty crap Pub
in Sydney’s South to about 40 people. You just
never know who is in the audience.
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Interview with

LucTravers
How do you foresee the future of music/rock
culture for Australia?
From what I’ve seen so far this year at RockFest
I thinks the future of music in Australia is in
very good shape. It’s very different from the
mid to late 90s when I was a teenager. The way
music is accessed now is completely different.
We would be waiting
to see who was on
“Recovery” or staying
up to watch “Rage” to
hear new music. Now
it’s pretty much up to
you how much you
want to discover.

If you could give 3 pearls of wisdom to an
aspiring music artist what would they be?
Stay true to your music- Don’t change
something because some guy in a studio says
to. If you think it’s right the way, it is then listen
to yourself.
Dream Big- But work on short Term goals to get
you there. You must give it 100% all the time.
Enjoy what you do- If being in a
band or touring and playing starts to
become a chore stop doing it. There
are far easier ways to make a living
that don’t involve packing up a drum
kit in a station wagon at 1am in the
morning. You must love doing it.

What’s the craziest/funniest thing that
happened at a Rockfest concert?
The very first year, we had a band perform
“Killing in the Name of” by RATM and they
did the whole “I wont do what you tell me”
attitude and then the guitarist stripped down
to his boxer shorts. They got suspended from
school so I don’t recommend that. That was the
craziest thing I’ve seen.

Which High school memory do you vividly
remember?
Walking out of school that last time. It wasn’t
that school was bad, for the most part I really

“I guess I always wanted to make
a living from music as a teenager
and to a degree that is still the case
today”
enjoyed being at school. I just remember
finishing that last exam and being so
excited to see what was about to happen
next. I didn’t know exactly what I wanted
to do outside of playing in a band but I
always remember that moment.
What do you like to do in your free time?

Who were your
biggest music
influences?
I was into a lot of
different bands
growing up and for
different reasons. For
example, I was greatly
influenced by INXS
but not for their music
so much, I just really
enjoyed watching how
Michael Hutchence just
controlled that space
on stage. Jarvis Cocker
from Pulp was the
same, amazing on stage and Pulp had some
great songs. Oasis, Neil Young, Ryan Adams and
Crowded House. I just really liked well written
songs. Guitar Solos and all that stuff didn’t
really interest me.

much effort in at all. Towards the end of year
11 and 12 I was just so into playing music in my
band I didn’t have much time at all for anything
else.

Spending time with my wife and kids,
I Coach the local Junior Rugby League
Team my son plays in. I race Motocross, so I
spend a fair bit of my spare time riding and
training.
What were your dreams/aspirations as a
teenager and are they different now?

What kind of music do you like to listen to?
I’m a massive Ryan Adams fan, so I listen to a
lot of that. Then everything from Taylor Swift to
Queens of the Stone age. “Tim Smyth and the
Holy Trash” have been getting a fair bit of play
lately and I would highly recommend you give
them a listen.
What were you like at high School?
I was really into sport when I first started high
School, Rugby League, athletics and swimming.
It was probably about year 9 I started drifting
away from sport and getting into Music,
forming school bands. I was a bit of a dreamer
at school. I was a C student without putting

I guess I always wanted to make a living
from music as a teenager and to a degree
that is still the case today. As far as dreams
and aspirations for the future I guess a lot
of that is focused towards the growth of
RockFest and growing that on a National
basis.
Which Australian music artist would you like
see supporting Rockfest?
Phil Jamieson from Grinspoon.
Phil and I are mates and have known each
other for a long time. I truly think he is one
of the best artists to ever come out of this
country. I know that may seem biased but I
truly believe that. We have already spoken
about the possibilities of him being involved.
At the moment, he is quite busy touring with
Grinspoon but I’m optimistic that you will be
seeing Phil at 1 or 2 events next year.
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Younglings Waiting To Be Fed

Music
touches us
emotionally,
where words
alone can’t
Photographer - Lachlan Begg, age 17

~ Johnny Depp ~

“

I was inspired by the photo’s I was shown by others and
I felt that I could do something similar to what I saw. My brother
was an enormous help to me, showing me tips on how to shoot
certain photos. I then explored into more aspects of photography
to see what I could improve and grow as a photographer. The
areas that I like to explore into are those with a broad amount of
colour and contrast contained in the photograph and something
awe-inspiring to the eye

”

Lachlan Begg
10
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Your time is limited, so
don’t waste it living
someone else’s life.
Don’t be trapped by
dogma - which is living
with the results of
other people’s thinking.
Don’t let the noise
of others’ opinions
drown out your own
inner voice. And most
important, have the
courage to follow your
heart and intuition.
~ Steve Jobs ~

C

harlies long black hair,
flowy like a surfer, was
constantly getting
into his eyes and this time its
length frazzled him.
He continued moving with
difficulty and with a slightly
crooked limp. His injuries
reminding him of what just
happened at the door in
front of him. He was in an icy
cold, eerily dark, deserted
hallway, reeking of old, musty
memories and the only light
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he could see was that which
pierced through the doorway
cracks.The door that Charlie
was trying to reach was in
an even worse state than
the hallway floor which he
was sure couldn't hold his
weight for much longer. It was
made from dark oak. So old
that even the metal hinges,
built to hold it in place were,
beginning to decay.
Charlie wasn't sure if it would
open when he pushed on

it, let alone remain standing!
Worst case scenario, Charlie
though, the door would fall
onto him, killing him in an
instant and all his worries ,
coming to an end.
To be honest ‘the end’ had
become appealing.
He heard footstep sounds
again, coming from another
hallway behind him. With
urgency Charlie moved
forward.
13

To be
honest
“the end”
had
become
appealing

Again Charlie shook his hair
out of his eyes. His vision was
blurry. He wasn’t wearing his
large black glasses and he
missed the use of them which
allowed him to see things
clearly.
He wasn't sure if he was at the
door or not anymore as his
blurry vision destroyed any
perception he had.
He tentatively reached out
his hand in hope and was
relieved when his hand came
in contact with the old, rough
surface of the door.

from the other side of the
door beaming straight
into his eyes., blinding him
temporarily.
He stared at the white in front
of him until his eyes finally
adjusted to the brilliance. He
hoped that now everything
was going to get better
however it was a lot worse
than Charlie ever could have
imagined...

Pillars Glowing In the City Night

TO BE CONTINUED

Trying to find the door handle,
he winced, as his hand made
contact with the splinters but
this pain he felt was nowhere
near the imminent fear
overshadowing him.
If he got out of this alive, he
was sure he would never
complain again of any injuries
or anything else for that
matter.
He grasped the cold metallic
door handle and pulled with
all his strength.
There was a loud noise.
Nothing moved.
He had no idea if he was
supposed to pull or push the
door!
Letting out a defying breath
Charlie pushed the door this
time.
The heavily weighted door
resisted against the weather
beaten floor, creating a
significant whooshing sound
that sent shivers down

Read the October
Issue to follow
the adventures
of Charlie as he
discovers his life
expanding...

Photographer - Lachlan Begg

Charlies spine.
The light reflected off
14
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“

In the future I would like to be a dress designer and a wedding
planner. I used an app called Fashiondesign

”

Check out our website
www.hashtagoz.com.au
and find out how to submit
your videos and we will
promote it on our
Youtube channel!!!

Arienne Holdsworth - Rose, age 12
16

Communication 101

What you need to know about rapport
• Aramys Russo

R

apport is the root of all
relationships, especially
at the beginning of
a relationship when both
parties are trying to figure
each other out. Often when
total strangers do not ‘click’’ or
struggle to ‘get each other’s
wavelength’ usually what
that means is they failed to
feel rapport during the time
together.
And yes, you can build rapport
with anyone as long as you are
willing to park your fixed ideas
of who is worth your time.

The ability to
communicate
effectively is the
difference that makes
the difference in
every relationship.
Hashtag Oz will
feature monthly
articles, giving you
awareness, strategies,
knowledge and
understanding
how you can better
traina and practise
the communication
muscle.
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Use commonsense though.
Don’t build rapport with
someone who makes you feel
will hurt you for instance.
Interestingly, most people
think that the way to create
rapport is through talking. In
fact, verbal communication
only contributes to about 7 %
to creating rapport.
That means that 93 % of
rapport building is based on
something other than talking.
Have you ever walked into a
party and immediately liked a
stranger?
Conversely, have you walked
into a party and immediately
not liked a stranger?
The reality is our unconscious
mind, immediately picks up
cues about someone through
their body language and
voice tonality and the fact is,

all of us are attracted to body
language and tonality that we
are familiar with – our own!
So when we like someone
from across the room, the
chances are high that their
body language matches and
mirrors our own
Okay, so that does not come
as a surprise to many of you!
But….
BUT…..
What if you like someone and
they do not like you?
The chances are that your
body language and tonality is
unfamiliar to the other person
and they are pretty fixed with
their cues receiving.

Rapport is the ability to enter someone
else’s world to make him feel you
understand him, that you have a
strong common bond
Tony Robbins
Don’t mirror and match
someone with a disability,
speech impediment or
depression. It’s not practical
and not resourceful and in
fact, it jerk behavior.
You know, you have created
rapport because the person
will mirror and match you
and the dynamics between
you and the other person will

seem to suddenly be very
natural.

TIP
Build team rapport by
mirroring and matching the
person who is speaking at any
given moment.

Look out for October Issue,
discussing which quality
is the most important for
effective communication

Try practicing matching and
mirroring body language of
various people that cross your
path – from your teacher,
fellow students, the butcher,
the baker and the candlestick
maker
Okay, you get it
Where to start?
Anything from matching and
mirroring the other person
tapping their pen, matching
and mirroring their breathing
pace (watch their breathing
rise and fall with their
shoulders) , blinking, posture,
using similar hand gestures,
speed of speech, and so forth
Use common sense though.
Tracey Edgell Hashtag Oz Photographer
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Artist :

Melika Nozhat Age: 15

Newt Scamander from FBAWTFT.
“ A sketch I drew of the character Newt Scamander played by actor Eddie
Redmayne from JK Rowling’s Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them screen play.
“

The role of a
writer is not
to say what we
can all say, but
what we are
unable to say
~ Anaïs Nin ~

“

As an artist, I am granted complete freedom to express myself in a way
that words cannot. Art is a universal language that creates hope, passion and
dreamers. A three letter word that opens the door to countless opportunities
and allows one’s imagination and creativity to go wild
Melika Nozhat
20
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LIFE SKILLS 101

Fitting in or not to fit in - that is the question?!

W

hat does fitting in
mean to you?

Does fitting make you
feel safe and secure?

limiting. When we become
clear about our interests
and have a broader base of
interests, then our pool of

what you don’t like, what
makes you happy and what
makes you sad.
It’s the stage, where leading

Or does it make you feel like
you have to change yourself?

Before you do
change.

And you can make fitting in
and not fitting in, rock for you.

Connect with
your values and
what’s important
to you.

You can also make fitting in
and not fitting in, NOT rock for
you.

You don’t want
to change
yourself just to
please others
expectations
of who you are
meant to be.

So read along, take notes and
let this feedback empower
you.
The reality is, not everybody
that crosses our nose is a
good fit for you and if you feel
pressure to change yourself to
fit in, it means either yes, you
do and need to change and
you need to do something
about it now.
…. you are pretty awesome as
you are and you know it.
We all are attracted to
people with similar values
and interests and when we
find people with the same
values and interests, we
automatically feel we fit in.
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through your family and
relatives. You never know
who you will meet and more
importantly, you will be fine
tuning your social
skills.
On the other
hand, you have
decided you need
to change.

The thing is fitting in and not
fitting in, is only feedback and
knowledge about you and
your environment.

Or

• Daisy Akiyama

fitting in widens to more and
varied people.

“I don’t fit in”
If you know, you are awesome
and you do not fit in, be
patient. You are at the
navigating stage.
What’s the navigating stage?

If you know you need to
change, it’s usually because
you have vague values and
limiting interests.

That’s when, you are searching
for the tribe that you fit into
naturally.

When we have vague values
and limiting interest, our
pool of choices to fit in is also

It’s the stage, where you know
your values, what you like,

And that’s a cool stage.

a meaningful and purposeful
life is your Mo and you are
being authentic with yourself.
Keep rocking that out and you
will eventually find your tribe.
Just be patient.
In the meantime, branch out.
School is not the only place
to meet and make friends.
Join clubs, start new hobbies,
become involved in new
activities, like cooking,
gardening, singing.
The skies the limit.
And make yourself available
to go out more when invited

Unless of course,
you need to
shower more or
use deodorant. So
yeah, check that you are being
socially acceptable.
Or maybe you need a change
of attitude?
Do you put others down? Are
you envious? Competitive?
Angry all the time?
So you’ve noticed that the
mean kids are often usually
the popular kids and you want
to be popular?
You do know that, that’s only
gonna take them so far before
their bubble busts?!?!?
In reality, like all of us, the
mean kids are going to

find out that, somewhere,
somehow, someday, like the
rest of the world, they won’t fit
in with all that meanness.
Then they’ll be doing what
you are doing now. Figuring
out how to better fit in.
So take this phase, as training
you for your future.
The reality is, in order to
fit in, act yourself and do it
confidently.
If you don’t feel confident,
just fake confidence because
like a magnet, when you act
yourself, you will attract those
who “get you” and those who
don’t “get you”, you don’t want
them in your life anyway.

friends because that’s not
realistic.
Just be friendly, conversational
and inclusive. Take the time,
to get to know someone who
is not your usual type. Say
hello as you pass them in the
corridor. Smile. When you see
them doing something great,
tell them.
This will widen out your social
skills and more importantly,
it will empower you as you
will feel great about yourself
in making someone’s day just
that little bit better.

“Adulting” and gaining
adult skills is an
adventure that never
stops.

“I fit in”
So, you are rocking it !
Hey, that’s great.
Do us a favour - keep an eye
out on those kids who seem to
be struggling and lonely.
Ok, they may not be your type
of friend.
Not everybody can be our
friend and we shouldn’t ever
feel pressured to be everyone’s

Every month, Hashtag Oz
will endevour to make
your adventure just that
little bit smoother, by
exploring topics and
sharing strategies that
matter to you.

Why fit in, when you were
born to stand out
~

Dr Seuss ~
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proudly supports the following organisations

Butterfly Foundation
Support for eating disorders
and body image issues.

National Helpline Call 1800 334673
support@thebutterflyfoundation.org.au
thebutterflyfoundation.org.au
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